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Preface

Instructors and students at large public universities like the University of Minnesota

ofren have to cope with the impersonality of high-enrollment classes. It is difficult for

person-ro-person dialogue to occur in such settings, and writing activities offer one way

for students and instructors to connect ecross the barriers imposed by large classrooms. In

this technical report, Ruth Thomas and Debbie Peterson report the results of their

research on using "writing-to-learn" activities as one meâns of encouraging personal

connection in a large class. Thomas and Peterson found that not only did writing activities

help to mitigate the impersonaliry of a large classroom, they also helped students make

personal connections to the course content and their understanding of it.

Projects such as this one, together with ongoing Center projects, should result in

improved undergraduate writing, the Center's primary goal. Along with colloquia,

conferences, publications, and other outreach activities, the Center annually funds

research projects byUniversityofMinnesotafacultywho studyanyofthe following topics:

. characteristics of writing across the University's curriculum;

. stetus reports on students'writing abiliry and the University;

. the connections between writing and learning in all fields;

. the characteristics of writing beyond the academy;

. the efFects of ethnicity, race, class, and gender on writing; and

. curricular reform through writing-intensive instruction.

\Øe are pleased to present this technical report as part of the ongoing discussions

about writing-to-learn and using writing in high-enrollment classes. One of the goals of

all Center publications is to encourage conversations about writing; we invite you to

conracr the Cenrer about this publication or other Center publications and activities.

Lillian Bridwell-Bowles, Series Editor

Kim Donehower, Editor

Bob Peterson, Editor

December 1997





Using Intensive \Øriting-to-Learn

as a Means of Reducing Limitations on Learning

in Large Classrooms

fNtnooucrroN

In order for learning that is deep and lasting to occru, students must have

opportunities to be engaged in thinking about the concepts they are learning and to

connecr them to what is already familiar and to what is of personal interest and import.

Dialogue is a medium through which this kind of processing of ideas can occur (Paul,

1992; Gletútom, 1985; DiPardo & Freedman, 1 988). Dialogue is more easily incorporated

in smaller classes than in larger ones for several reasons. First, "air time" for each student

in large classes is limited-there is simply less opportunity for each person to speak.

Second, because there are so meny students in large classes, it is more difficult for students

ro get to know each other to a point of establishing the uust and râpport that meaningful

dialogue requires. Third, it is easy for students to avoid responsibiliry for contributing to

dialogue in large classes because there are meny others to do it.

Because writing-to-learn, like dialogue, provides the opportunity to be actively

engaged with concepts that are being learned, and to connect them to what is already

familiar and to what is of personal interest and import, and because writing can be done

with varying degrees of independence, it may be able to serve functions in large classes

similar to those which dialogue serves well in smaller classes. This investigation sought to

explore the feasibiliry and effectiveness of using intensive writing-to-learn activities in a

large class to accomplish the learning goals that dialogue has been used to accomplish in

smaller classes.

BncrcnouxD .AND Pnost,Erd

This project is based on research that has explored implications of cognitive theory

for teaching and learning and has supported the following propositions:

. Learning is a process in which new information is combined with prior

knowledge to form a new understanding that reflects a revision of the old in a

synthesis of new and old.
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integrate prior and nerÃ/ lmo\À¡ledge: ". . . writers must tep their memory to eshblish what

they know, review the information they have generated and translate it into inner speech

or print. . . . Thinking and writing ere recursive processes in which one often has to go

baclavard and go forward," (p. 103). Other theorists have offered similar views of the

integrative function ofwriting (Emig, \977;Gage,1986; Odell, 1980), some in relation

to writing for learning in content courses (Jones, Palincsar, Ogle, Ec Carr, 1987).

\Øriting as an opportunity to pursue what is of deep personal interest is also reflected

in the literature (Britton, 1982; Durst 6¿ Newell, i989; Glatthom, 1985; Stasz, Ramsey,

Eden, DaVanzo, Farris, E¿ Lewis, 1993). This function of writing has been linked to

Polanyi's (1966) concept of tacit knowing to the extent that writing allows one to begin

ro rap rhe deeply personal knowledge that lies beneath conscious a\ì/areness. In this sense,

we write to discoverwhatwe know (Glatthom, 1985).This personal interest focus is also

reflected in what Florio and Clark (1982) refer to as writing to know oneself and others.

SØhen students are given opportunities to express themselves freely in writing, when

they are permitted to set and pursue their own goals autonomously, they begin to

write their own thoughts, rather than what they think the teacher rÃ/ants, and to view

their expressions as having value (Boiarsþ, l98l; Stasz et aI., 1993; Scardamalia 6c

Bereirer, 1986b). This bolsters students' confidence as writers and their motivation to

write (Boiarsþ, 1981; Stasz et a1,., 1993), and empowers learners to direct their own

learning (O'Flahavan E¿ Tierney, 199L). As one teacher put it, "Start with your own

personal interests in order to make your paper a consuming interest rather than work"

(Stasz et al., p. 70).

There is other literature which suggests that writing, combined with reading end

peer collaborarion, is a strong instructional model. For example, O'Flahavan and Tierney

(1991) describe a literate community which supports interactions emong students who

utilize reading, writing, and discussion as vehicles for thinking. The support includes

opportunities to discuss, solicit input, and solve problems with others. O'Flahavan and

Tierney (1991) point out the role that coordinated reading and writing can play in

confronting students with views that contradict their own and in providing a medium

for working through the conflict: " . . . reading and writing in combination are more

likely to promote critical thinking than when reading is separated from writing. \Øe

believe the learner has the opportunity to engage in either a dialectical or dialogical

exchange with the self. Reading may serve âs the requisite partner in this exchange, as a
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reflecting the propositions about learning outlined in the bacþround and problem section

of this report, engeging students in thinking about and with course concepts, helping

students connect course concepts to prior knowledge and to what is of personal interest

and import, increasing students' selÊawareness in areas relevant to course content, allowing

students to meet course goals (see Appendix B), and being feasible in terms of the course

format. Examples ofwriting-to-learn approaches thatwere considered included quesdons,

critical incidents, reflecdons, and responses to someone else's reflecdons. Resources that

emphasizedwriting in the content areas, such as Lehr (1980), Hillocks (1982), Meyers

( 1 99 1), and Giroux (197 9),and ones that focus on deepening selÊunderstanding through

writing, such as Lehrer (1988), Connellyand Clandinin (1988), McGuire (1990), \Talkup

(1990), van Manen (1990), and Cell (1984), were consulted. Approaches that involve

students in peer collaboration focused on workingwith each others' writings (Scardamalia,

Bereiter, E¿ Steinbach,I9S4; Staton, 1980) were also considered.

Sixwriting-to-learn approacheswere selected that met the above criteria. The selected

approaches included autobiographies, journals, synthesis of readings, critical analysis of

readings, reading and responding to content-related fiction and nonfiction literature, as

well as viewing and responding to content-related films. Guidelines for each approach

were developed and are included in Appendix C. TheTI students enrolled in the class

were given the opportunity to choose one epproach that theywould use throughout the

course. The reason for asking students to continue to use the same approach v/as to

facilitate comparison of the students' work across time. Seven writing assignments v/ere

required in addition to an essayfinal examination. Studentswere also given the opportunity

to do an eighth assignment as extra credit, which most of them did. In addition to the

writing assignments that'were graded, srudents were asked to write and submit questions

each week. Course requirements and grading procedures are described in Appendix D.

The final exam guidelines are located in Appendix E. The writing frequency was based

on work which suggests that frequent, informal writing increases fluency of thought, and

that frequent writing by students gives teachers insight into students' thinking and helps

teachers better support each student's learning (Boiarsþ, i981).

Responding to and Prepadng Students' Writing for Analysis

Each student's writing was responded to each week by the same course staffmember

in a style that was intended to reflect a teacher-as-collaborator role (in which respectfulness,
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of the array, and students whose total points put them in the bottom 15% of the ^rray.

Then, the total points received by students who chose the most frequently chosen writing

option (film) were erreyed, and the students in the rcp l5o/o and bottom 150lo of this

array were identified to create the second sample. This same procedure was used to

creete the third sample comprised of students who chose the second most frequently

chosen writing option (journals). The identification numbers comprising the second

and third samples \ryere then compared with the identification numbers comprising in

the first sample. Identification numbers appearing in either the film or journals sample

and the first sample were selected. This final sample represente d a 20o/o sample of all of

the students completing the course. As a result of this process, the writing of I4 srudents

was selected, seven students who ranked at the lower end of the total points array, and

seven srudents who ranked at the top of this array. Three of the high end students did

journals, and four students in this group did the film option. Two ofthe low end students

did journals, and five students in this group did the film option. All seven required

assignments, the eighth extra credit assignment if completed, and the essay final

examination for these 14 students were analvzed.

Analysis

In order to examine the writing from multiple perspectives, the students'writing

was anaþed first on an individual basis using e three-stage approach. The results of this

individual analysis \Mere then compiled for the total sample.

Analysis of Individuals''Writin g

Stase I - ps¡spsçtive-takine. This involved total immersion in each individual

srudenr's writing, by reading all of a student's writing without any efforts to categorize

underlying or emergent patterns. The approach in this stage was to treat the writing as a

captivating novel, read in one sitting. This initial reading approach served a two-fold

purpose. First, it was an attempt to become as engaged in and sensitive to the student's

thinking as possible and, second, to provide a guide to developing a categorization

framework for themes that emerged from the student writing.

Staee II - Cateeorization of Emereent Theme. In this stage, each student's writing

assignments were read a second time to verify emergent themes noted in Stage I, to

discover any further themes that may not have been noted in the earlier reading, and to
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oprions. Far fewer students chose autobiography, writing a synthesis of each week's

readings, and literature. No students chose to write critical analyses ofeach week's readings.

Only one student did not complete the course. This student submitted only the

first wriring assignment. Sixty-nine students submitted all seven required assignments

and the final exam. In addition,42, or 607o, of these students also submitted an eighth,

extra credit writing assignment. One student who chose the journal writing option

Table 1 : Student Status of Students Enrolled in CPsy 5336, Fall, 1993

Program ot
to

Undergraduate

Master's

Doctoral

Certificate

Licensure

44

1 3

3

I

3

62

1 9

4

1 1

4

10071Total

Table 2: Assignment Options Chosen by Students Enrolled in CPsy 5336, Fall, I993

Assignment Option otto

Literature

Film

Synthesis

Journal

Autobiography

Critical Analysis

3

36

7

1 7

I

0

4

51

1 0

24

1 1

0

71Total 100
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Table 3: Comparison of Scores Received on Each Assignment and Written by Students at
High and Low Ends of Total Course Points Range

Standard
Deviation

Mean
M ScoreGroup

.76
6.60 <.001

.45

h¡ 7

l o 5

11.71

9.2
Assignment 1

2.87 .014
.38

2.07

hi 7 1 1.86

lo 7 9.57
Assignment 2

Assignment 3
h¡ 6

l o 7

1 2

8.86

0

1.35
5.69 <.001

7.36 <.001
.41

.76

11 .83

9.29

h¡ 6

f o 7
Assignment 4

Assignment 5
hi 6

l o 6

11 .67

10.33

.82

1.21
2.24 .05

6.36 <.001
.95

h¡ 7

l o T

1 2

9.71
Assignment 6

Assignment 7
h¡ 7

l o 6

11.86

o

.38

1.55
4.75 .001

Assignment I
h¡

lo

12

I

0

1.63
4.86 <.001

.013.04
hi 7

l o 7

14.57

11.29

1 : 1 3

2.63
FinalExamb

Total:7 required
assignments +
Finalexam

h¡

lo

98.29

77.29

.76

2.63
20.32 <.001

"A total of 1 2 points each were possible for assignments 1-8,
bA total of 15 points were possible for the final examination.

"Students had the opportunity to omit one assignment if they did not do the exlra credit assignment. Fluctuations in the N
ref lect omitted assignments.
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The first characteristic, coherence, \Mas influenced by writing mechanics problems.

\Øhen writing mechanics \Ã/ere severely limited, it was often difficult to tell if the

incoherence was due to poor writing mechanics alone or if muddled thinking was also

reflected. Despite the difficulty in teasing these t'*'o factors out, some papers suggested

that students' thinking was coherent, and it was their writing skills that were the primary

deuaction from the coherence of theirwritten expression. Some of these students were

international students for whom English was a second language. The following is an

example of how writing mechanics detracted from coherence in the papers of the low

srudent group:

Reading this article, made me reflect on how I felt as teenager, when my
parents \Ment through their divorce. At the time I couldn't think of much but
all the conflict at home, I hated seeing these, and I hated both my parents for
putting our family through it, lVhen your a child, you seem to think that
your perents ere super people, tVho can make every thing wrong, right, and
when divorce enters the picture you realize that they'll only human. -üØith no
special powers just feelings, and desires like every one else. But what's sadder
is that even though your only their offspring, and their ending their personal
relationship = which has lide to do with you. You still feel responsible for it.
If only I had been good, or stayed quite, or helped with the house work more
this would never have happened. At least in my case, I wanted e reason,
anything. But no one, not even my pârents had one. I felt, that wes worth
hurting us so. If we could have been able to blame somèone or thing I could
have. accepted it. But since there wes not one, I blamed myself = Like scape-
goaung.

The thoughts the student is expressing in this excerpt are reflective, and the student

is able to convey e sense of deeply held feelings despite the punctuation, sentence sttucture,

spelling, and word form problems. Nevertheless, these mechanics detract enough from

the ideas being conveyed so that the reader must "fill in" gaps in meaning. As a result, the

reader is unsure if the interpretation being made is accurâte or not. A paper reflecting the

above kinds of patterns, despite the strengths that are aiso obviously there, could not be

given as high a score as a cleaier paper because of the many questions of interpretation it

raises. The following excerpt concerning a similar life event, in contrast to the one above,

was written by a student from the high group:

tüØhen I examine my own family, I see the effects of societal pressures on
my own father. He lost his job several years ago and changed into a completely
different person. Due to this, and other marital tensions mentioned earlier,
my parents just recently got divorced. Losing a job really takes its toll on selÊ
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modeling and praise to help us develop the skills \Ã/e tâke with us into our life.
Each reflection I've done for CPsy 5336 seems to further prove that Urie
Bronfrenbrenner is indeed correct in his theory that each and every experience
in our life forms and shapes us and the manner in which we interact in our
current and future relationships.

That papers exhibiting such differences in reflectiveness, depth, insight, connection-

making, and provision of support for claims would receive considerably different scores

is perhaps not diffìcult for almost anyone, no matter how unfamiliar with the course

content, to fathom.

The third characteristic differentiating the high and low group pepers, providing

supporr for the claims, is a form of elaboration. The following excerpts regarding patterns

in and importance of children's social relationships illustrate both the degree to which

high and low group papers differed in providing support for claims and the tendenry for

the low group to limit elaboration by restating what has already been said rather than

extending it:

Low group excerpts

Importance of social relations is very important in the beginning of a
child's life. Through my experiences I back up that statement. My recollections
show how important these relations reallywere. This journal review made me
realíze the importance and relevants of peer or any social relations that happen
early in childhood.

Grandparent-child relationships seem to vary depending on race and
culture. Through my experiences and observations I have come to the
conclusion that grandparent-child relations differ in different cultures.

High Group Excerpts

In class it was discussed that having strategies of social competence is
important in developing friendships . . . The bond that friends share is incredible
. . . My friends became my family. \Øe were all inseparable. \ü/e all ended up
living rogether, taking classes together, and socialized everywhere together.
\Øe depended upon each other for ever¡hing. If I had failed a test, did not
have enough money to buy groceries, or had a broken heart I knew that I
could count on my friends for support.

The Cairns et aI. article discussed the idea that aggressive children do
indeed form cliques of their own. In class it was discussed how peers choose
each other on similarities. It would only make sense that an aggressive child
would have more in common with another aggressive child . . . Hartup talks
about friends âs resources. Friends help children in problem solving and are
used as buffers in a stressful situation.
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Additional themes expressed by students in the high group only:

Increased abiliry to engage in perspective-taking

Fear of failure in/concerns about current or future perendng prâctices

As stated earlier, a centrel modve for undertaking this project ruyes to understand

the contributions writing-to-learn might make to the following: Making studenß' own

thought front and center; engagingsrudents in examining, critiquing, and making personal

connections to content rether than simply memorizing it; involving students as active

pârticipants in and co-directors of the learning process; confronting students with views

that contradict their own; ensuring deep processing of concepts by students; and getting

students to âccept responsibiliry for directing their own learning. This is a tall order, but

one reflected in the course goals for CPsy 5336

. Stimulate, expand, and integrate thinking, and learning about connections between

interpersonal relationships and human development.

. Explore connections between interpersonal relationships and development in

diverse settings.

. Develop a critical ewereness of concepts, patterns, and perspectives reflected in

existing knowledge about development and interpersonal relationships.

. Enrich and deepen one's own selÊunderstanding with respect to connections

between development and interpersonal relationships.

. Consider the relevance to one's own life contexts of alternative ways of thinking

experienced in the course

These course goals are used to organize the presentation and discussion of theme

data that follows. Each theme is presented in relation to the course goal to which it most

closely relates. (It should be noted that most themes could be seen as relating to more

than one course goal). It should also be pointed out that the writing mechanics problems

discussed earlier âre epparent throughout the excerpts, particularly in the low group,

although a number eppear in the high group as well, and some in both groups reflect

international students writing in their second language. These have been retained without

the usual indication (e.g., sic), since the numerous insertions that would be required in

some excerpts would be highly distracting.
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As the information presented during the
course related to various areas of ch¡ld
development and the factors that impact
children's interpersonal relationships, I found
myself becoming more aware of their
implications for individual development
(cognitive, social, emotional and behavioral).

Excerpts from High Student Group Papers

ln class it was discussed that having
strategies of social competence is important in
developing friendships . . . The bond that friends
share is incredible . . , My friends became my

Theme Significance of peer relationships

My grandmother was very supportive. She
had a good balance of communion and agency.
My grandma had more influence over my life than
my father did: she had the ability to treat me with
respect and I in turn respected her. Our
relationship was filled with support, intimacy and
companionship,

My parental grandparents gave me my
extra support and nurturance. They helped me
to communicate better with my father, to let him
know my wants and needs better. They would
also intervene on my behalf. lt was sometimes
easier to tellthem what I needed then to tell my
father or when he was unwilling to listen to me
they intervened and would tell my father. He
would have to listen to them because they were
his parents.

During class we touched on the fact that
children are close to their grandparent because
they enjoy their company and play activities;
however, they also enjoy the fact that they don't
have residency with them and they don't make
their primary relies. I believe extended families
may be more beneficial towards children. For
example, these children have more people to talk
to and rely on for support systems. These kids
also have more models. Thistype of familycould
also be non-beneficial if the types of family
members (models) are negative or harmful. I feel
that extended families are mostly beneficial than
non-beneficial.

Excerpts from Low Student Group Papers

Other relationships that are very impodant
are those of siblings and peers. Peer relations
are very important especially during school age
years. Peers are important for many types of
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siblings serve as models for their younger
brothers and sisters.

Theme Influence of relationships on self-esteem, self-concept

Excerpts from High Student Group Papers

The 'human potter's tools are esteem
building, respectfulness, and behavior modeling
to name but a few, and it is with these tools that
a child's self-worth, moral reasoning and
emot¡onal development are shaped. The parenV
caregiver can create a spectacular child with
resiliency, confidence, and empathy, or a broken
child displaying fear, self-doubt, and even
aggressive tendencies.

Another belief of mine that was reinforced
throughout this entire class is that the most
important possession a child can have is self-
esteem. ïhe most effective way a child gets self-
esteem is having a stable, loving and receptive
adult in their lives.

The bottom line seems to be that by being
a reliable, available, responsive and supportive
adult we can attempt to build confident,
responsible, high self-image children . . , Perhaps
the most difficult aspect of this is that we can
only control ourselves and our own interactions
with children; the rest of the world's adults will
interact of their own accord. Truly lucky is the
child blessed with a 100% complement of caring,
available, and reliable adults.

As a person, I saw myself as complicated,
dependent and unfortunate. I always have
doubts. about myself, other people and
relationships. In my life, there is a person that I
hate and love the most at the same time, Thal

Excerpts from Low Student Group Papers

Relationships also effect a child's self
esteem. Two dimensions effect self esteem,
competence and worth. The child needs to feel
valued, noticed, and also important and special.
Children need to feel this through their
relationships to have a good self concept.
People's feelings and attitudes about a child
reflect the behavior they share toward a child's,
in turn this effects the child's feelings about
themself and in turn effects the child's behavior.
This shows how relationships values really effect
how the person feels about themselves.
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These three themes all discuss the importance of children's relationships in their

development, and point to the kinds of influences relationships exert in examples drawn

from the student's own life or from that of someone they know. This appreciation for

the links between relationships and development is the core understandingin this course-

the center pin around which all course components revolve. That central understanding

is reflected in the excerpts from both groups of students. Interestingly, these themes

reflect more elaboration by the low student group than is the case for several other themes.

Course Goal: Explore connections between interpersonal relationships and

develooment in diverse settinss.

The second course goal, like the first, concerns connections between interpersonal

relationships and development, but adds the dimension of setting as a mediating factor.

The following theme and excerpts reflect writing about one of the theories explored in

the course that focuses on the influence on human beings of their proximal and distal

settings and on the influence ofpeople on these settings. In contrast to the themes presented

in relation to the first course goal, differences in elaboration between the high and low

groups are more apparent in this theme.

Theme Increased understand.ing related to systems

(Bronfenbrenner's ecological model including microsystems, mesosystems,

exosystems and/or macrosystems)

Excerpts from High Student Group Papers

That Bronfrenbrennefs ecolog¡cal model
can be made clearer for me to understand by
both tying it in with the familiar (my own life and
its related systems) and by applying iÌ to a
situation portrayed in a film speaks of my success
in expanding and integrating my thoughts on
human development and relationships. I find
myself looking at the relationships between the
children with which I work, between myself and
family/f riends/co-workers, and between other
adults and their associates, with a feeling of
deeper understanding of the interactions that

Excerpts from Low Student Group Papers

Bronfenbrenner's Ecological system
suggests that the soc¡al class affects who are
your friends and neighbors and in turn affects
the family.
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Theme: Power and control as it relates to relationships

Excerpts from High Student Group Papers

I found both interest and discomfort in
thinking of Neil's lDead Poets' Sociefy film
characterl working model of relationships with
his father. I speculate that he was seldom
allowed to think on his own, or to make decisions
for himself. This was an uncomfortable topic for
me to ponder since it resembles closely my own
childhood and adolescent experiences. Just as
Neil has his course plotted for him, so did l. My
parents seemed to know just which choice would
be the best for me, and, just as Neil feared the
consequences of his own choice for his life, so
did I experience the same discomfort.

I think that my awareness of my parents'
desire for control of my future allows me to accept
two possibilities. First, that they did this for me
(not fo me) was probably out of a desire to
provide a secure future for me, but at the
expense of my self-confidence and selfworth. I
really believe they were uninformed and
unaware, but it's with me still; decreasing with
each experience in which I take control of my
life. My second and finalthought is that, with my
awareness of the situations in my life, lcan break
the pattern and not pass this on to my children.

People are still controlled, and decisions
are still made for them which prohibits their
developing autonomy. This instills a lack of
confidence and low self-worth, and, as a result,
many people carry this on to their own offspring
and the cycle is repeated.

lf so, then our families, peers and teachers
program us to behave, build friendship, and cope
with life the way they do. lf we are unhappy with
this when we reach an age of critical thinking

Excerpts from Low Student Group Papers

My own experience with my father had
moments of authoritarian style parenting, mainly
when I was an adolescent. He allowed my older
brother to do more then myself when I was the
same age when my brother was able to do it.
His reasoning was that I was a girl and the girls
are not suppose to do that or act that way.

Although I do not know what type of
parenting my parents employ, I do know that they
have put pressure on me to graduate from
college with a major that would make a lot of
money. When I first began college, lwanted to
be an elementary schoolteacher, but my parents
told me that they [teachers] do not make enough
m0ney.

I didn't like her. She acted like she knew
his children, taking controland telling them what
to do. At least my fathe/s friends didn't try that
stuff with us; we would have told her where to
go. I never have agreed with that. I don't want
any man coming into my life trying to control my
son. lf I ask your opion, or advise, that's one
thing, but don't tell me how to raise my child,
I've been doing fair so far, and he has a father.
So mind your own business. And the same for
women. They don't have to try to replace the
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existing importance of a family, and the
oppression of women due to the time period. ln
exploring all the different facets of the film, I was
better able to relate the information to my own
life especially because each facet discussed in
the movie continues to exist and affects me just
as much as the characters in the film.

77

Do you want a career or a family? lt does
not seem fair that women should have to choose
one or the other . . . maybe someday all sexes
will be treated equally in the workplace and the
family will be put at the top for priority in one's
life.

[student recounting a visit to a history
museuml: Hanging in the inteñor doorway in one
of the houses was a peculiar instrument made
out of leather and metal. I asked the woman of
the house what is was and she said it was a rug-
beater. She said itwas also used on women and
children when they got out of line. I reacted with
surprise and she responded, 'sure! Women and
children are man's property-to do with what he
pleases!' . . At the next house I learned how
several women died every year by cooking over
hot stoves while wearing the very dresses that
so respectfully covered their ankles. The
women's dresses would catch on fire and killthe
women.

, . . and in their generation, women didn't
get divorced. What will people say? lts what my
mother said Grandmother told her, She didn't
think my mother would be able to work & raise
us by herself. My mother said that grandmother
had never thought about leaving Grandfather so
she could only be so much support.

The following theme reflects a growing awareness on the part of students regarding

their own stance toward knowledge-an increasing sense of being a questioner, a seeker

of connections, a critic. Interestingll, the excerpts connected with this theme that are

written by students in the low group are richer and more elaborated than those written

by students in the high group.
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I believe that understanding a person's
actions is half the battle in relationships. People
would get along a lot better if they took time to
see and understand the other person's
perspective or reasoning. However, you do not
have to agree with that perspective or reasoning;
just try to understand the other person.

An interesting result of the written
reflections was that they helped me change
perspective. I found myself looking at situations
from the viewpoint of others: causing me to
reflect on what they might feel or experience.

Robert Selman's perspective-taking theory
also demonstrates . . . that the ability to see a
situation from anothe/s point of view also can
alter an outcome. Everyone is our teacher, and
we are a teacher to all we touch in our lives.
What a huge responsibility!

I hope my deeper understanding about the
impact of cultural background and society will
allow me to be more empathetic and appreciative
of lifestyles different from my own.

To me now it seems like all scattered
puzzles are formed and my eyes and my heart
are clear. I learn not to judge people at one
moment because there are so many things
involved.

Review of the data expressing the four themes associated with the critical âwereness

course goal reveals an interesting pattern. Students in the low group reflected mostly two

of these themes in theirwriting-the po\Mer and control theme, and the critical thinking

skills theme. This group of students did not have any expressions regarding perspective-

taking. Perspective-taking and discerning oppression embedded in culturally accepted

practices require critical thinking. Students who are able to engage in perspective-taking

and discerning oppression are not likely novices at critical thinking. Students for whom

engaging in critical thinking is an unfamiliar process may be more focused on what this
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know my grandparents'work phone numbers
and his sister wouldn't let me call the police. I
kept telling her to help me, and my aunt . . . it's a
very scary feeling, to knodhear someone you
love being hurt and not being able to help them
. . . After we went to court, I had to testify because
I was there . . . I didn't realize that I've held all
these issues in me. lt's strange how your memory
can come back, and your recall can be so clear.

We were discussing domestic abuse and
one woman asked why women stay in abusive
relationships. My heart sank because I have
been in an abusive relationship and wanted to
speak out about the pain and suffering involved
and how it is not as easy as it seems to get out
of a relationship like that. Thank goodness
another woman spoke out and explained how
she had been in an abusive relationship and said
exactly how I felt. Again I was reassured that I
am not alone in my pain and that some people
really do understand.

Hetherington et al. mentioned that female
children of divorce may have sexual problems
during adolescence. This appears to have
happened with me. During my seventh grade
year I became sexually active and felt compelled
to have male contact. . . during that same year
(seventh grade) | began my eating disorder saga.
I am curious as to what relation there is between
eating disorders, divorce, and remarriage? |
guess I really felt lost and needed to find
satisfaction and comfo¡t in sex and food.

I have learned by journaling almost every
day that it is my (and only my)choice to live in
the past and feel bad about it, or I can live in
today and choose to feel good about it.
Journaling about the past-for so many weeks
started to be very difficult because I knew I was
going to be digging up emotional events that I
had already wolked through, trying once agaín

3 1

Reading this arlicle, made me reflect on
how I felt as teenager, when my parents went
through their div'orce. At the time I couldn't think
of much but all the conflict at home, I hated
seeing these, and I hated both my parents for
putting our family through it, When your a child,
you seem to think that your parents are super
people, Who can make every thing wrong, right,
and when divorce enters the picture you relize
that they'll only human. With no special powers
just feelings, and desires like every one else.
But what's sader is that even though your only
their offspring, and their ending their personal
relationship =which has little to do with you. You
still feel responsable for it. lf only I had been
good, or stayed quite, or helped with the house
work more this would never have happened, At
least in my case, I wanted a reason, anything.
But no one, not even my parents had one. I felt,
that was worth hurting us so. lf we could have
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hugged me, I am not sure when I discovered
that my favorite 'siste/ was my real mother. I
think I was probably three years old . . . I hate
my mother and miss her so much when she left
me with my grandmother because she had to
work late at night and was unable to come and
pick me up. I see myself as insecurely attached
to my mother at the first place because she was
away and inconsistent but later on I became too
attached to her, I am scared of losing her. . . I
do not have any one except my mother that I
can rely on.

Excerpts from High Student Group Papers

The divorce, as I remember, was won and
over with as quickly as it appeared, My mom had
an affair and moved in with this man, Dick. (As a
young child lthought that he could have no better
name.) They were married within a year and my
sister and I moved in with them and his three
kids. This is where the conflict really began . . .
There was a lot of resentment when my dad got
remarried. During the time when my dad was
single . . . Life at my dad's was less stressful; he
and I spent a great deal of quality time together
. . . . However, when dad remarried I lost this
peaceful, consistent, predictable, loving and
intimate place. I also felt like I lost my dad. I hold
a great deal of internal resentment for my step-
mom.  .  .

I am very interested in this because I was
adopted in infancy. Then my mother and father
divorced when lwas two. I almost neversaw my
dad as lwas growing up, and I am very interested
in what it must be like to have a father-child
relationship. I mean a real one.

began to become very distrubed. I felt neglected
and not as loved anymore , . . I became angry
and my attitude towards everything quicly
changed.

Excerpts from Low Student Group Papers

Father-child relationships can fluctuate
between ditferent family systems. For instance,
coming from a divorced family, I am not very
close to my father. However, my mother and I
are very close. Ceilain phrases like'daddys little
girl," have frustrated me. I have never been able
to feel close to my father or relate to him in that
way. I seem to also be envious of my friends
who have close relationships with their fathers.

All my friends would talk about their moms
and what they did with them and how they helped
them. I didn't have that and I was jealous and
began to became angry that my mom was taken
away from me. I talked to my grandma about
how I felt and she and my grandpa decided they

Theme: Processing and deeper understanding of pain, anger, and grief

related to loss issues
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a daddy. I'm sure that kids have a bunch of
differing reactions. These were just some of
mine.

[Student reflecting on parents' divorce
which occurred when she was in collegel But
when the divorce actually happened, it didn't
make things any easier. ln fact, it almost made
things harder because I felt like I was too old
and knowledgeable to feel guilt and remorse. . .

Today I feel a bit sad and confused. And
challenged. After reading the readings on
attachment . , . , the importance of fathers and
sibling relationships, lfeel like I got really ripped
off in my childhood. And I'm not used to dwelling
on the past because I believe that focusing on
the negative aspects of life only brings you more
negativity. But this class forces me to think about
the past, which makes me feel sorrow way deep
down where I live . . . I think a major thing that I
would like to accomplish in this class is to dump
the shame lfeel right now.

Abuse, divorce, loss or unavailabiliry of primary relationships (especially fathers)

are the prevalent life experiences and events to which deep and painful mernories and

feelings are attached in the excerpts related to the three themes above. These excerpts,

while reflecting course concepts, a¡e also intensely selÊfocused. The excerpts reflect

difiFerent states ofworking through long-standing and painful issues. For some students,

working through the issues has been on-going, and they are at a state of seeming resolution

regarding them. For others, the writing reflects an early, and perhaps first ettempt at

working through issues that have been with them for a long time.

It is clear across these three themes that students in the high group more extensively

reflected deepJevel, highly personal connection-making and processing than did low

group students. tVhat is less clear is the reason for this difference between the two groups.

Did the high group have more experience in this kind of thinking (as is hypothesized in

the discussion at the end of the previous course goal? Did the high group have more

personal issues (this seems unlikeþ? Had the high group been more engaged over the
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between development and interpersonal
relationships has been deepened . . . we are all
products of our past relationships. Our present
ideals and actions reflect a conglomeration of
our past . . . now it seems a great deal clearer.

and the factors that made me the person I am . .
. I also believe that it will help me with future
relationships with my family and my soon to be
inlaws. lt reminds me that my interactions with
others will not only affect my development but
theirs also. . .

This course opened me up to things in my
past. I was able to look at these experiences
more in depth and actually analyze the
importance of these experiences. This class
actually made me realize the developmental
impoftance of social relations. lt also made me
more aware of my inner self.

As I was reading the Kandel . . . article I
kept refening to my relationship with Tom, my
boyfriend. We have many problems and I am
constantly wondering if we are just too different
to be together. . . ln this context, Tom and I do
not have a very strong friendship. lvalue so many
different things than he does . . . I wonder how
we have lasted six years. . . He was into drugs
and being delinquent and lwas into everything .
. . I think it was the differences that kept us going.
Now I wonder if the differences will keep us aparl
. , . Do you think that if I was an accepted child
(from both parents and peers) and I have intense
interaction with a person (Tom)who was deeply
rejected by both parents and peers, could I begin
to feel like the effects of rejection?

Theme: Fear of failure in/concerns about current or future parenting practices

Excerpts from High Student Group Papers

I always worry that I am expecting too
much based on the developmentalstage of my
children.

So much can be learned about how not to
parent a child by viewing The Dead Poet Society,
and consequently about what qualities will help
nurture a well-rounded individual . . . truly the
job of parenting is an important one; one that
can make or break a child.

As I ponder the Baumrind article, I find
myself wondering how I can emulate the
parenting style which will produce the most
competentchi ld, . .

Excerpts from Low Student Group Papers
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Change Over Time

Initially, students were quite concerned about submitting a paper approximeæly

five pages in length each week and thought that it would be difficult to maintain the

"workload." Students also were concerned about venturing into a mode of learning that

was unfamiliar to most of them. The comment below ."prrlr., the apprehension that

\Ã/as exPressed bymany, and expresses the openness and commitment to giving thewriting-

to-learn approach their best effort that most studenrs were able to musrer:

This whole writing to learn thing sure forces a student to take learning a
step beyond normal education. f mean, I went through personality development
classes and social development classes, just to name a few, but there is a definite
difference between learning'in the head,'and preparing to feel it'in the gut.'
Introspection is deeper than just plain brain-work . . . As university students,
we are not used to placing the focus in the gur. As universiry srudenrs, we
must think logically and'gutlessly.' I will do my best to make the shift.

As the querter progressed, comments such as the following began ro eppear on

student writing assignments :

Sorry this is so long; it's hard to srop writing when you start generating
ideas. Tina [another student in the course] says that long papers are à real drag
for TA's to grade! Sorry about this-everyweek-but I just LOOOOOVE tõ
journal! [from a student who submitted weekly papers ranging in length from
8-15 pagesl

The following comment made by a student in the final exam captures the sense of

initial concern eventually replaced by appreciation and understanding that was expressed

by several students:

The reflective journals allowed the freedom to express ideas and opinions
of which I never had the opportunity to do before . Most courses require a
certain amount of 'memorization' 

in order to demonstrate, through standard
tests, that concepts have been learned. \Øhile the approach ofthis course initially
worried me, I began to appreciate a different mode of learning. I realized I was
learning through the thoughtful and reflective responses of my writing.

A number of students commented that they appreciated the choices they had in the

kind of writing assignment they did, and a few students expressed continued mixed

feelings about the writing. The following comment captures these perspectives and argues,
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first paper] hinted slightly at the rype of experiences I had growing up. By the
second-paper I v/es able to recount a work-related experience, sdll guarding
most of my personal experiences. From whom? Not just from you, the readerT
evaluator, but from myself . . . as assignments #4-7 were written, I was . . .
[regularly] cohfronting past issues as class conceprs brought them to light.

Students' Perceptions of their Learning drrough W'riting

As the coutse progressed, studenm in both high and low groups also became more

thoughtful and reflecdve about the contribudons the course experiences made to their

own learning. Students made written comments regarding the value of using the writing

approach as an aid in understanding and applying course contenr:

The written reflection assignments . . . aided me in understanding the
different concepts that were brought to my attention from class lecture and
the learning environment lan interactive, video disc-based computerized
learning environment which students experienced weeklyl. They also aided
me in using the concepts in real life situations. I have learned to look ar situations
in a different light.

I think that my understanding of the connection between interpersonal
relationships and human development hes changed drastically. I was aècepting
relationships as a part of development yet I never looked past the description
of relationships to explore how they ere connected to developing children. I
have become much more arvare of the factors that influence pèople . . . I have
moved from accepting an explanation ro questioning and arrempring ro
integrate other possible influences as e different possible explanatioÀs foi an
outcome.

My understanding ofconnections between development and interpersonal
relationships has been deepened. I look at relationships very differentþ now. I
analyze and look at all the contributing factors of a relationship instead of
simply focusing on one factor that may have affècted the relationship.

I think that I made a greet deal of personal progress in my life due to this
in-depth exploration . . my understanding of connecrions berween
development and interpersonal relationships has been deepened . . . Although
prior to this course I vaguely understood this concepr, now it seems ̂  great
deal clearer. I owe this to my personal reflection and the analysis of relationships
found in the videos. Most of my theories regarding peer relationships are not
so drastically changed as rhey are reorganized.

The writing opportunity seemed to provide e srructure ro "try on" new ideas:

- Evel though myhypothesis may have been way off, the paper was a safe
medium for me to explore my ideas concerning the course *ai.iial, plus I got
great feedback.
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Another sftrdent indicated that:

I feel I not only learned about development of interpersonâl relationships but
also, I learned a lot about myself. Through the well thought out options and
assignments I was able to use the course material in a context that I enjoyed, videos.
I think this is what learning is all about, how this new information fits with old
knowledge and how we cen use it in our lives.

Some students commented on the degree to which they were able to learn in a

.orlrr. which incorporated a range of differing experiences.

Once again, I cannot impress enough, the alternative ways of learning in
this course, and how this has helped me in bringing the ideas into real
interactions between children, theiipeers, and the 

"ã,rlir 
in their lives. Most

courses do not offer such a variety of learning environments, and I believe that
this sryle of teaching/learning is long overdue, as some people are better able
to understand and perform better with this style . . . I found this sryle to be
stimulating, in comparison to having â textbook and two exams with four-
hour long lectures.

Student Perceptions of Feedback on their rVriting

\Øritten feedback given to srudents was intended to encourage and expand student

learning related to course content and to encourâge further thinking and processing of

relationship experiences by the student. The following written comments by students

express what many students indicated as the value of this two-\À/ay communication and

the sense of selÊconfidence and trust they felt regarding the feedback they received:

My development of uust and confidence was revealed in my increased
abilities to draw from deeper, personal and sometimes painful experiences. I
discovered that these experiences were considered sound and were respected
as credible facets of learning. The information thatwas made available through
the course added as well to my understanding of the concepts as they applied
to my life, and produced an extremely high level of comprehension. This is
success for me!!

The written reflections served es an opportuniry for me (being a little shy
to speak out in class) to examine some of my personal struggles with
relationships. In this context I was freely able to take the course material and
apply it to my life. The best and most rewarding part of these written reflections
and I think the whole course v/es the kind and thoughtful feedback that I
received on my assignments. Thank you . . . !
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CoNcrusloNs, IMpLrcAfloNs, AND REcoMMENDATToNs

Can writing-to-learn be considered a reasonable alternative in large classes for

accomplishing PurPoses similar to the ones that dialogue can accomplish in smaller

classes?

This investigetion sought to explore the feasibility and effectiveness of usingintensive

writing-to-lea¡n activities in a large class to accomplish learning goals similar to the ones

that dialogue has been used to accomplish in smaller classes. This section will explore

what the findings reveal regarding this purpose.

The background section of this report identified a number of propositions about

learning. \Vhile the use of dialogue facilitates the reflection of these in smaller classes, rhe

claim was made that the literature on writing suggesrs that writing-to-learn also has the

Potendâl to reflect these propositions in the learning situation. It was also stated that

writing-to-learn was chosen over writing-to-communicate because writing-to-learn

emphasizes writing as a process or medium through which meanings are discovered, new

ideas are generated, and thoughts are worked our, rerher than emphasizing a product.

How does the experience with the course taught in the ways described in this report and

how do the data presented in the findings secrion fit with these claims?

Beginning with the propositions, it is interesting ro note that studenrs' own words

reflect the first one: Learning is a process in which new information is combined with

prior knowledge to form a new understanding that reflects a revision of the old in a

synthesis of new and old. For example, excerpts in the findings secrion concerning student

perceptions of their learning through writing spoke to reorganization of theories and to

learning how new information fits with prior knowledge. The theme data, especially that

related to the self-understanding course goal, revealed the second proposition, that learning

is not a purely cognitive process in that emotions, interests, and motivations are involved.

Much of the theme data, but especially that related ro rhe critical aïvâreness and life 
'

contexts course goals, reflected the third proposition: Unless learners can integrare new

knowledge with prior knowledge, the new knowledge will have little impact on their

thought or ections; integration requires the activation of prior knowledge, bringing it to

consciousness, and considering it in light of new information. Students spoke to their

changed views as well as to their changed srence toward knowledge.
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discovering meenings, generating ideas, and working out their thoughts. Students enrolled

in CPsy 5336 differed widely in academic background, program level, and precricel

experience relevent to the course content. The writing-to-learn assignments allowed each

student to make some choices about their approach to writing and to become engaged

with the course content atwhatever level their bacþround allowed. In addition, sruden$

may have been more willing to write, and to write more extensively, than if writing-ro-

communicate had been the main emphasis. Hence, students may have learned more

about the content and in regard to course goals. Because responding to srudents'writing

was part of the instructional process, however, and because grading is a necessary aspect

of a University course, reading and understanding students' writing wes necessary.

Coherence of the writing was largely, but not solely, influenced by writing mechanics

(e.g., spelling, punctuation, word form, sentence structure). Consequently, the abiliry of

instructors to respond to students'writing-to-learn work, and to assess it in terms of the

depth and insight it reflected, depended, to an extent, on rhe srudenr's writing-to-

communicate competence. This reflects a certain irony in emphasizing writing-to-learn

overwriting-to-communicate in order to encourage students' learning through expressing

themselves in writing because it raises the issue of when writing-to-learn becomes, at

least in part, writing-to-communicate.

In its pure sense, writing-to-learn is for the lea¡ner. The process of writing is an aid

to gaining understanding, and the material that is produced provides a record of mental

processing and ideas that the learner can refer back to in the future. \Øhen a reader (e.g.,

another student, ân instructor) becomes e consumer of and/or a responder to that writing,

the material produced by learners is no longer solely for themselves, but must also be

çomprehended by another. Under such conditions, writing-to-learn becomes also, ro an

extent, writing-to-communicate. This "hybridization" between writing-to-learn and

writing-to-communicate becomes even stronger when what is written is assessed by another

p€rson. Although the balance may lean heavily toward writing-to-learn (such as in CPsy

5336 wherc criteria such as depth, insight, and integration were the primary assessmenr

criteria rather than writing mechanics), it should be recognized that when students' writing

is read by others and assessed, writing-to-communicate aspects are introduced. This

suggests that it may be more appropriate to view writing-to-learn and writing-to-

communicate es a continuum alongwhich the relative emphasis on rhe two differs rarher

than to view these concepts as representing distinct and completely separable kinds of
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writing-surfaces that spanned the width of the rooml This third element seems to have

been provided by the feedback on the papers. Because papers \Ment back and forth berween

course staffand students each week, and because the same person provided feedback to

a given student throughout the quarter, there was en opportuniry for continuiry in the

feedback received over time and for course staff to note progression beyond previous

papers. This regularized, weekly exchange of student writing and feedback on the writing

from course staffconstitutecl what might be thought of as a wrirren converserion. This

sense of a convetsation was refe¡red to by sudents in the findings regarding student

perceptions of feedback on their writing.

The potential role the required weekly readings might have played in this process is

discussed by O'Flahavan and Tierney (1991) as enabling a dialectical or dialogical exchange

with the self in which reading mây serve as the partner, a resource of opposing views, or

provide elaborations on ideas, and writing serves as a mode through which the learner

might resolve disputes or allow ideas to come to fruition. This reading and writing

connection was reflected in both the theme data and students' reflections on rhe writing

process, in that students were clearly processing in their writing what rhey had read.

The written conversation described above and the possibiliry of dialogue with the

self through combined reading and writing suggest that writing-to-learn, as it was used

in this course, rather than being a substitute for and alternative to dialogue, provided the

opportunity for rwo different forms of dialogue to be used, neither of which required

oral, in-class dialogic exchange.

Vriting as an opportunity to pursue what is of deep personal interest

The claim noted in the background section that writing is an opportuniry ro pursue

what is of deep personal interest is borne out by both the theme data and by students'

comments on their learning. More specifically, this data is supportive ofthe claims noted

in the background section that writing allows one to begin to tap the deeply personal

knowledge that lies beneath conscious ewareness, to discover what one knows, to know

oneself and others. Some students clearly achieved making their writing in the course a

"consuming interest rather than work" (Stasz et al., p. 70). These students were motivated

to write more than IMas required and truly made their writing their own. Findings reported

in the students' reflections on their writing section also indicated that, while this highly

motivating experience was a reality for some students, a similar degree of "ownership"
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Resources

\Øhile writing-to-learn may substitute for or be, when accompanied by reading and

thoughtful feedback from instructors, ân alternative form of dialogue that is suited to

large classes, it also creetes a resource problem. Reading and providing thoughtful, highly

individualized feedback on forty, fifty, sixty, seventy, or three hundred or more five-page

PaPers perweek demands far more resources than are available for most collegiate courses.

\Øhether or not incorporation of writing-to-learn in large classes is practical depends on

the kind and amount of support staff that can be made available and on the creariviry of

instructors in finding ways to maximize the amount of studenr writing and, ar the same

time, make the resource demands entailed in the grading process reasonable .

Although there are ways of dealing with this problem, mosr have serious

disadvantages. Increasing the resources for dealingwith student writing or reducing class

size are the most disadvantage-free solutions from the standpoint ofmaximizing learning,

but are also perhaps the most unlikely. Given the financial issues that higher education is

currendy facing, and likely to face in the future, undergraduate education is likely to

continue to be delivered in large classes ât many institutions. At the very least, resources

that would provide training for teaching assistants in responding to student writing would

be of enormous help. Findingways to cut down the number ofwriting assignments that

are graded without severely reducing the number that are written is another srrategy.

One such sffâtegy is suggested by Richard Paul (1991) and involves having studenrs

bring a folder containing all their completed assignments to class each day and, during

each class session, calling in at random a few students' folders for grading. Each srudenr's

folder is called in only twice or three times per querter, and only certain assignments in

it are graded each time, but all are checked for presence. The disadvanrage ro this strategy

is that students do not get as frequent or as much feedback as they might need. Another

strategy is to reduce the amount ofwriting required. This has the disadvantage of reducing

student opportunities for gaining the benefirc that the writing provides. Anorher srreregy

is requiring frequent writing which is not graded along with requiring a paper that is

graded that is much like the final exam in CPsy 5336-en analysis of the papers rhar

have been written. This strategy does not reduce the amount ofwriring students do, but

does limit the amount and frequency of the feedback they receive, and may affect the

qualiry of the pepers students w¡ite when they know they won't be read.
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disciplines or not, often rely heavily on lecture and objective, machine-scorable

examinations as Primary modes of teaching and assessment of learning. \Øhile lectures

can be usefirl, their exclusive use and recall-focused assessmenr do not reflect the

propositions discussed earlier that have been shown by research to be critical to deep-

level lea¡ning and to thinking at higher levels.

This project has suggested other modes of teaching rher are effective for deepening

the level and extent of learning and thinking. The findings reported here suggest that

writing-to-learn in large classes, and in disciplinary classes, can yield important learning

that goes beyond the concepts and principles that comprise subject mârrer to encouraging

e questioning and critical stence toward content, a srence of being responsible for and

directing one's own thinking and learning, coming ro rerms with views that are

contradictory, a revision of prior views in a synthesis of new information and prior

knowledge, and reflection of feelings. Interestingly, it is in this "going beyond" that

understanding of subjecr mârrer conceprs and principles is strengthened.

Differences between student groups

Project findings offer some insight regarding the thoughr processes engaged in by

learners. Many of the differences between the high and low student groups reflect findings

that have emerged from cognitive theory-based ¡esearch on learning. In this research,

elaboration' connection-making, selÊdirection and selÊmonitoringare features ofeffective

learning. The knowledge one already has appears to be a major factor underlying these

features. For example, Resnick (1989) discusses a "knowledge capitalism" phenomenon

which suggests that knowledge begets knowledge. In other words, the "knowledge-rich"

become still richer and the "knowledge-poor" remain poor. In her discussion, Resnick

reflects a host of cognitive theory-based studies on learning, which have found that when

people elaborate items of knowledge and devise relationships among rhem, they enable

formulation of wider arguments and explanations. In addition, dramatic individual

differences in peoples' tendency and abiliry to engege in these elaborative processes have

been found. Such differences are believed to depend perúy on prior knowledge and

pardy on habits of engaging with intellectual questions. The result is that those who are

knowledge-rich reason more profoundly, elabo¡ate more as theystudy, and thereby learn

more eftèctively. One way of interpreting the finding that no themes emerged in the low

grouP that did not also emerge in the high group, and rhe finding that the high group
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' \Øriting-to-learn, as it wâs used in CPsy 5336, consrituted rwo different forms of

dialogue, neither of which required oral, in-class dialogic exchange. The first fo¡m was

the written conversation between student and the course staff member who provided

written feedback over the quarter to students on their papers; the second form was the

dialogue with the self through combined reading and writing.

' Vriting-to-learn, when structured to allow and supporr ir, cen provide an

opportunity for students to pursue what is of deep personal interest ro rhem, and direct

their own learning. \Vhen it does provide this opportunity, moriverion ro learn is high,

what students produce is interesting to themselves and others; and sensitive, responsive

feedback that is engaged with and attuned to the student is necessitated.

'\Øhether or not incorporation ofwriting-to-learn in large classes is practical depends

on the kind, amount, and training of support staff that can be made available to such

classes and on the creativity of instructors in finding \À/ays ro maximize the amount of

student writing and, et the sâme time , make the resource de mands entailed in the grading

process reasonable.

' \Øriting-to-learn provides a learning tool in disciplinary courses that can enrich

the curricular goals of such courses and, at the same time, enhance rhe academic goals

central to such courses.

' The design of CPsy 5336 rcported here provides a model for transforming large

core courses into writing-intensive courses that may assist departments interested in

providing writing-intensive undergraduare courses.

' Findings regarding differences emong learners in their tendencies to elaborate

their thinking and to formulate connections and. relationships are consistent with those

that have emerged from cognitive theory-based studies of learning. The findings also

suggest further analyses of the data that could shed light on rhe reladve contributions to

learning of prior knowledge and habits of mind and aid in the structuring ofwriting-to-

learn so that its potendel benefits can be more fully realized by a wide range of students.
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APPENDD( B

Course Goals

Stimulate, expand, and integrate thinking and learning about connections between
interpersonal relationships and human development.

Explore connections between interpersonal relationships and development in diverse
settings.

Develop acritical awareness of concepts, pattems, and perspectives reflected in existing
knowledge about development and interpersonal relationships.

Enrich and deepen one's own self-understanding with respectto connections between
development and interpersonal relationships.

Consider the relevance to one's own life contexts of alternative ways of thinking
experienced in the course.
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xMilgram, J. I., & Sciarra, D. J. (Eds.). (1974). Childhood Revisited, New york:

Macmillan. (Autobiographies)

x*Landau, E.D., Epstein, S. L., & Stone, A. P. (Eds.). (1972). Child Develoument
Throu gh Literature, Englewood cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall. (Narratives)

Assignment I Assignment 2
xChristiaan Barnard, Chapter 2 xRobert Merril, Chapter 17
x*"And Now Miguel," pp. 509-511 xx"A Start in Life," pp. 60-71

Assignment 3 Assignment 4
*Eleanor Roosevelt, chapter 22 *Helen sekaquaptewa, chapter 25
xx"Boys and Girls Together," pp. *Chet Huntley, Chapter 1l
369-373 x*"Butcher Bird," pp.349-366

Assignment 5
*Dick Gregory, Chapter 9
*Anne Moody, Chapter 18
xx"Nancy," pp.492-504

Assignment 6
xCharles Chaplin, Chapter 6
xKwame Nkrumah, Chapter 19
xx "The First Day of School," pp.

457-46r

Assignment 7 Assignment 8
*Satchel Paige, Chapter 1 xJoan Baez, Chapter I
xx"The Fight," pp.462-470 *x"Doctor Jack-O'-Lantern," pp.

441-453

Option 2--VÍdeo

Several videos have been selected that reflect concepts, patterns, issues, and various
perspectives of interpersonal relationships and human development focused on during
this course. This option involves viewing one video for each assignment, and
responding in writing, integrating at least three of the four course components. The
following videos are available at most local video stores for overnight movie rental at
a nominal fee of $1-$2, or on loan from local líbraries. If you would like to suggest
another video that is not listed below, please see the instructor.

Assignment 1 Assignment 2
Howard's End or Sarah, Plain and Tall or
Sarafina Baby Boom or

Not Without My Daughter
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Brookfield, S. (1987). Developing critical thinkers, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, Pgs.
23-29:35-50

Option S--Reflective .Iournal
In a journal format, document your reflective thoughts on each assignment focus in
the course syllabus. The journal is a personal and on-going notebook of your
experiences of the course and records your observations, reactions, thoughts, new
ideas, and relevant questions that surface from your reading and reflection. Depth of
thought and integration of new knowledge with experiences is essential for this
assignment to be meaningful. If you choose to contract for this assignment, you will
need to record your thoughts every day. Write as much as you can describing your
reactions, thoughts, feelings, and experiences related to the assignment focus.

When you journal you may want to use a looseleaf notebook so pages can be easily
removed for submission. Some people enjoy journaling on the computer. If you
choose do that, find an overstuffed chair, put the keyboard on your lap, get comfortable
and let your thoughts flow. Please submit each journal entry on the due date in a
readable format.

Option 6--Autobiographical Essay

This option involves recalling and writing about relationships in your own life, and
then discussing their interface with development, drawing upon course-related
experiences and readings, and your own insight and prior knowledge. Relationships
you write about should connect with the focus for each assisnment.
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2. Requirements that will be directly graded:

a. Seven written reflection assignments. approximately 5 pages each. These
are designed to help students reflectively and critically process and integrate
learning. Due dates are indicated in the course outline. These assignments
are described in the writing assignrnent alternatives section of this syllabus.
Each of these assignments has a potential maximum of 12 points, and
constitutes IZVo of the course grade. Together, these seven assignments
comprise 85Vo of course grade. The course syllabus lists and provides due
dates for eight assignments in order to give students some flexibility and
choice. Students should notify the instructor in writing of the assignment
number they will omit on the due date of that assignment. Students may
also complete all eight assignments and receive extra credit (up to 12
possible points).

b. Final examination. This will be a take home examination (approximately

10 pages in length) intended to build on learning throughout the quarter and
to provide an integrative capstone to the entire course. This exam will comprise
ISVo of the course grade. Due December 8, 4:30 p.m.

Grading

Criteria that will be used in grading assignments are indicated in the writing assignment
alternatives section of the syllabus. Based on these criteria, all written reflection
assignments and the final exam will be rated as follows: strong (9-12 points; moves
beyond the ordinary, the minimum), typical (5-8 points; ordinary, average, meets
criteria to a minimally acceptable extent), weak (1-4 points; does not minimally meet
criteria), not found (0 points; assignment or exam is missing). Questions will be
rated using a plus (strong), check (typical), minus (weak), and 0 (not found) system.
These ratings will be used by the instructor to determine the course grade in the case
of a borderline score.

A modified curve will be used in grading in which total scores and instructorjudgment
of the quality of work will be used in determining course grades. An S grade will be
assigned for those requesting S-N grading for scores at a C or higher level. Extra-
credit points will be added after the grading distribution is established in order to not
affect grades of individuals who choose not to submit extra-credit work. The top
seven scores will be considered the required assignments for students completing
eight assignments. The lowest scoring assignment will be considered the extra credit
assignment.
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'what contribution, if any, did each course experience make in what you
have just described regarding your understanding? Explain with examples.

- readings
- class discussions
- learning environment
- written reflection assignments

'Discuss ways you could apply yourunderstanding of the concepts, ways of
thinking, or personal insights related to this course to your other life contexts
(e.g., work, family, other learning situations).

3. Discuss your learning and development in this course in relation to the
cours.e goals listed below. (Feel free to discuss all the course goals or to
choose those that you feel are the most signifïcant to you this quarter.)
Give specific examples to illustrate your points.

'Stimulate, expand, and integrate thinking and learning about connections
between interpersonal relationships and human development.

' Explore connections between inteqpersonal relationships and development
in diverse settings.

' Develop a critical awareness of concepts, patterns, and perspectives reflected
in existing knowledge about development and interpersonal relationships.

'Enrich and deepen self-understanding with respect to connections between
development and interpersonal relationships.

'Consider the relevance to one's own life contexts of alternative ways of
thinking experienced in the course.




